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ABSTRACT
A closed, dynamic, mathematical model is used to study
scheduling in a two-port system.
The model will predict on a daily basis: the amount of
cargo waiting at each port for shipment; the status of each doc --
empty or occupied and if o<~r id, by which chip; the dertination,
estimated-tirne-of-arrival, amount of cargo on board, number of <
in port and at sea, and the daily speed for each individual1 sh p.
Upon completion of a test case, the model will predict, by
ship: the total time at sea and the cost thereof; the total time
spent in port including time lost waiting for a vacant dock; the
overall voyage cost and the average-d.a.ly-cos c of each ship. Ad-
ditionally, the model will predict the toi.al amount of cargo gener-
ated for shipment at eacl port and the max: m quantity it builds
up to at any time. The mode"1 will predict the cost of warehouse
space needed to store frei -hi. ; Ltii shipn tit by the system.
e model will accept any combination of ship sizoc and
speeds desired. If required, the model will alter automatically
ihip' •.: ' blished ETA to insure that upon arrival at its desti-
nation a vacant dock with cargo w. i;;- to be pu l on board will be
available
.
Tlie model has the following restrictions: It is limited to
two ports. It assumes sufficient stevedore gangs and equipment
to permit simultaneous loading and unloading of different vessels
in the same port on a 2'+-hour basi : . There is no distinction
between different cargo classes. The model does not provide for
cargo delays. The model consid< ) ts I Lps always in service with

no time loot for maintenance. The model uses the same fuel-used
vs. speed curve in calculating daily fuel consumption for* all
ships--regardless of their size, shape, or type of propulsion.
The model uses the same average-daily-operating-cost-figure for
all ships.
Numerous test cases are studied to determ>
(a) the effects of vessel size and speed on scheduling;
(b) the benefits of altering a ship's speed to coincide with a
vacant doc];; and
(c) the advantages of sailing . ] ti; lly loaded snip to provide
a vacant dock for an inbound ship.
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Today as never before the well being of coci ds in
large measure upon the efficient operation of Liu n tion's ini
tries. 'The i orient of these industries must acce,
responsibility and rise to the challenge. vial leader,
can no longer afford the luxury of depending upon intuition and
myths to guide vast industrial enter i ;es. In short, the manage-
ment of these industries must become more of a science end less
of an art.
One of the principal reasons that management in industry is
not more scientific is that man has never been able to study com-
plex, economic systems as a unified whole; he has been forced to
with t] i. piecemeal; and consequently, man has never mastered
the underlying principles that control their operation.
Now, for the first time, two concepts offer some hope in the
study of these economic systems. Eoth were outgrowths of Operations
Kesearch--a new scientific discipline used in the study of the
decision-making process.
'
ait ion of a I-" o d e 1
The first concept is that of a model; a model can be many
things. Usually a layman thinks of a < el (if he thinks of one
at all) as a three-dii donal replica of an object. But to a
scientist or engineer the word, el, is synonymo i h represen-
tor e Pythago *ean theorem is a • ] formula is

a model and for that matter, so is a music. ! i ore. efore, a
model can be abstract and describe sorn ; in symbols and mathe-
tical equations as well as being a j)hysical replica. Additionally,
models can ho static or dynamic— a static model describes relation-
ships that do not vary with time while I . ions of the
1*
dynamic model's variaoles can change with time.
Hereafter, this thesis will be concerned with dynamic, mathe-
matical models of economic systems and they will be called industrial
dynamic models. The tern industrial dynamic : first used
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Industrial dynamic models resemble the structure and/or
behavioral characteristics of a real-life counterpart, and they can
be manipulated in any way without affecting their counterparts.
This permits their use in determining the effects of policy cha?
on the real-life system they represent. Moreover, they can be used
to evaluate information as to its accuracy, worth and timeliness;
and operating experience can be obtained from the model in a fraction
of the time and cost it takes to generate experience with the real
system.
But, it should be stressed that these models cannot now be
used to make predictions of specific events in the real-life system
at particular times in the future. This is true because many
variables simply cannot be accounted for: for instance, human behav-
ior plays an , >rtan1 irt in every industry; but so far, it has
id issibla to reduce it >.o a series o ul equ t±<
!xt< il disturb; :onstantly ch< nd a I 'ficult to account
j j listed ii Li i of Chapt.-r VI,

examples might be--a natural disast r, • rket slump, or
labor strike to name a few. So, when d ; : economic
models, bhe best that can be hoped for is thai e like
their real-life counterparts.
Industrial dynamic models focus selves
and their real-life counterparts. This is perhaps one of the most
valuable contributions of construe; Lng model; j t building one
forces precision in thinkinj . A model challenges every concept
of the reel-life system, for each one must be reviewed • ./zed
to in cpi 'ate it into a model; assumptions abo L-life
systi . which have been made uncon.r .ciow.~ly , are the
surfac ; a) cl must be accounted for.
The second of the two important concepts mentioned eaa
is the use of dynamic, mathematical models in conjunction with the
modern, electronic, digital computer to simulate behavior. This
means to create, artificially, history that is similar to the actual
performance of the system in real-life. Artificially creating per-
formance history with a complex mathematical model involves numerous
iterative calculations; the high speed computer can perform these
calculations rapidly and efficiently, thereby making simulation
feasible •
Purpose of the Thesis
The goal of this study is to investigate the construction of
a useful model of a shipping organization.
The cbJ 'i
;
Lndu try was chosen because bhe aut tor is familiar
with it j I because the u Lustry i; G rious trouble and can bene-
fit from i ipri > its i

Simulation models as cuc'i are not new '. ; for example,
Matson Navigation Comj any reports that they have a very sophistocai
simulation model of a freighter fleet. Hz • . ' todel r< ed six
man-years of pro time before it became operational.
It is felt that if a useful model c mid b i b i a onable
time and conse I lower cost, management's interest ;in model
rd 'nutation would be renewed. Fo. ' igement's
be.^t hope of im /ement.
The model constructed in this work is described in Chapter III.

Chapter II
PURPOSE OF THE MODEL
B( Core any useful inodel can be constructed, >-. uo.se i
be clearly defined. The purpose of this mo :1 is to t /e
testing device for evaluating policy decisions affecl s< duling
in a two-port shipping system. Its objective bo reveal policies
that materially influence the system—producing better or worse
system performance.
Better performance will be defined as the compromise that
duces the better balance between the cost of allowing cargo to
build up in port and the expense of operating enough shd is to
totally eliminate cargo build-up.- It makes no sense to have an
overabundance of shipping capacity to prevent cargo build-up if
ships lie idle waiting for a vacant dock or to have cargo unloaded
or loaded--operating costs would certainly be excessive. It is
just as foolish to provide too little capacity and accumulate a
large backlog of cargo; shippers would lose confidence in the com-
pany's ability to deliver their goods on time and would turn to a
>etj or. 3o, it is essential to maintain the best balance between
the two; this is what is meant by effective scheduling.
Effective scheduling depends upon many factors such as the
distance between ports, weather conditions at sea, the type of
cargo, port regulations (working hours, etc.), and the size (cargo
n
capacity) and speed oT the vessels in use.
The value of the model as a testing d( „rice lies in its ability
to reveal how and uo what ree each of these factors affects the
'",/ s t

For example, the effects of . • id ed on scheduling can
be evaluated : *y carrying i b series of controlled experiments on
the mo >1. This Ls done by testing di jets* of ships and
holding al] • ther ' ctors—we. her conditions at sea, port regula-
te o^.r: , type of c. 'i ;o-- .nt
.
Studying the behavior of the model as it reacts to bhe dif-
ferent experiments may provide vali 3 I tto i nature of
. 'ects of size and spc d the t ce. This in-
sight may lead to .no re effed ; ve vidu ' ship designs. The
i , Ln l 0,i )0 to 100,000 tons is a cla; Lc rople of
designing more effective ships. Just a few years ago this size
p
vessel was considered uneconomical. Today supertankers are the
mainstay of the world tanker fleet. But the point is that industry
had to be forced by the Suez Crisis of 195& into building what
o
1 ved to be an enormously profitable ship. Had the industry
known more about the effects of size and spued, it might have built
supertankers of its own volition--Suez or no Suez.
Size and speed are vital considerations when a company must
determine which is better for its operations— a few, large, fast
Lps or many, small, slow ones. It may well be that a combination
of varyi s and speeds produces the most efficient system oper-
:
I Lon. And still another related problem is: should a company de-
liberate j.y alter a vessel's speed to synchronize its ETA with an
empty dock and cargo waiting to be put on board.
~~'":T-oi can be composed of ships h; ir characteristics
—




7These are just a few of the pro ilems d< lent upon the
effects of size and speed on system pi - ' ance; similar questions
wow if the other factor) • tested.
It is exceedingly difficult to establish policies covering
problems of this nature using conventional, analysis, .i.e., trying
to formulate theories about system operation by observing I
system in real life. The shj Lng system is too complex; it has
too m< ny interacting variables. Of course, co; due
on a real-life system would help; but the tremendous investment in
capital equipment (ships, cargo handlinj
,
terminal facilities)
discourages experimentation where the results cannot be foretold.
As pointed out in Chapter I, the only practical '-native
the present tine is to create a simulation model and experiment
with it. The costs are insignificant; the benefits may be inesti-
mable. If the model which is the subject of this study can b




lode] s ssenl L. Lly a description oT two-port s :
system. It bells how com I one point in time lead to s
sequent conditions at a later point in I trie. To do this the mo
is closed, dynamj math' cal and stable.
The adjective closed •' ecar.se once initial conditions
have bcei ut to the model, it has suff Lent internal intelli-
•. to operate indefinitely without receiving additional inputs
from an external s urce.
It is a mathematical model because muthematic equations are
used to describe the real system instead of a physical device. And
it is dynamic in that it deals with time-varying interactions.
So far the description of the model fits Dr. Forrester's defi-
nition of an Industrial Dynamics Model with one important exception,
As presently configured, the model does not take into account
concept of information- feedback. Dr. Forrester states that:
An information-feedback system exists whenever the environment
leads to a decision that results in action which affects the
environment and thereby influences future decisions.
This concept can be built into trie model; it is re-retted that time





To , he-- : '
__
L is not n cxacl luplicatc of the system it repre-









The model will i I q :did ; ' co I Ln the i al
some time n he ., u .' :hibit the
avioral character!. . tics as the system it
• s . 'eal sha ' . does to
capacity--ships lie Ld . If we restrict t ... of du<
it reacts
,,
. s the real system would with fewer docks-
ports become congested. A speed-up of cargo handling at : in
model reduces port turn-around til just as wou ' en in
life.
Zvl i : li i i I Le le] ; not exac ke a real, closed,
m, ist contain the essenti. 1 el< i ts of oro if





' te sue! el< aent is cargo; the primary purpose of any chipping
system is to move cargo from one point to another. The model must
provide this freight for shipment at each port and it must provide
It in a realistic manner. Under certain conditions the cargo input
• b a port can he a constant doily value; under others, the cargo
input will be a random daily value; and under still others, the
12
cargo input depends upon seasonal fluctuations in freight. All
of these situations occur in real life and the model is equipped to
indie each one. But in doing so it contains two important assump-
.3 about cargo. The first is that there is an in-balance in the
cargo input at each port; i.e., there is more cargo available for
pment at one po] than the other. And the second is that there
is 10 distinction be1 i a "ent classes (bulk, general,
of cai . It wi uld to elimin b >th oi

10
. ptions; however, : - e d n> i pen Is.
s form another important element of bl i leJ just
they do in a real-H ' stem, lip o t i >n c >nsumes
maj 'tion of the rove] a shi; . ' any
must provide its sb with crews ani eir w ;es. i e company
iblish and maintain schedules; it must repair its ships and
provide for routine maintenance; and it must purchase i -ice,
provisions, lei for all ships.
The fore ;oing gives some idea of the enori ber >f
variables associated with operating s. Any ti en ullj
acf unt for all of them would make the nod* i r>o co i] x xs to ob-
scure the more important aspects of s' i , Lon.
Therefore, the s i] operation portion of the mod 1 contains
HZ o s. The model a imes, for instance, that in-
dividual ships differ only in choir speed and the amount of cargo
they ca i c rry. This permits the model to use the same n • -used
vs. speed curve in calcinating fuel con , -ion for • 11 ships--
i i
• ess of their size or s . -id another e: Z the
assumptions made to simplify the model is that it considers its
Lps always in service with no t ; ie lost for mi i benai c< .
ons pern; i ' to ioncenti te on the fun-
am* tit ils Z ship ope c; ion. One ich i lam ital is th t the model
must control ship movements at all times, for example, it may
a vessel onlv during ce Lj urs of the day, being careful t.
. ssel move < y int< a lc i I doc . Inbound cargo
'
-lo . I outbou Li ;o loaded on board. .: I Lon
.
' ' to that desl i.on co

11
Once at ; tl iode] may alter a . ' d but not i bs direc-
I Lo . del is to control shi
,
of the above
lini ted n I executed
o bher jo enl model is oris or, more
- i . cally, port o] >rt bwo. Lcance of
:1 (poi-t) operations i- arei t
loading and unloading of cargo is bhe single i sive p]
of ship management. Cargo-handling-costs : i: er;. ;e from kO to 60 per
1 costs. Ci i ly List provide warehouse
storage space for shj 's' cargo; it is o bo nt i
15
or consignee five, seven, or ten days' -~r.--c » on c
Again, the model must conl simplj :ump1 ns to
prevent being smothered by the complexities of real life. Or:
b all cargo is handled (loaded and unloaded) at the ;
< or is bhat each port has sufficient re gangs to
i baneous loading and unloading of different vessel; c i
-b >ur ba is.
The fourth and final clement of the model is accounting.
Eve j, ; i \! mization must account fo its revenues and record its
enses using standard accoi Li ... practices. However, to gain
simplicity the accounting element of t] od ' nust deviate from
this. The model only records expenses associated with ship opera-
tion and warehousing of cargo. Moreover, the myriad expenses of
operating a ship arc lumped into two average, daily costs. One is
the avei , d j Ly, in-port co 1 the other is the fuel expense
ermined by the speed the vessel is traveling--it is essentially
I operatd cost at sea. The . ousing c





Warehousing coiit could include a comp ted pen; ltj for
allowing cargo to build up in port. 'ect of lost .
through customer dissatisf ction could be account' for in this
manner. Unfortunately t i ne did not the ion of this
cone del.
As iointed out , < I ' ;o
,
snip, port, and accounting) contain many variables significant to
the behavior of the model. . bles must interact according
to certain precisely-defined rules if the model is chieve simu-
... Several examples re : no
r carr; lore cargo th. i ' :imum c ;ity ; , no hj
afti 'the Lng hours of the port. i .- t port
one for a full load but it may s from porl ere mo
cargo for i mient. es i unch e ible.
_
'it ions
In addition to the rules m io d above, the va
affected by initial conditions which are set at the beginning of
a simulation run. They cannot be altered by a source external to
the model until the run is completed. These conditions are critical
as different tests on the model are performed by changing some of
them.
The more Lni] tant ones are: the speed, cargo carrying capaci-
ty, amount of cargo actually on board, destination, and estimated-
ii of-i ci ' I of < v [dividual ship • • 1; the total
er of ships in use; the cargo input, cargo h. ndld s, and
• both ports; I mode"

1-5
use. The model options will be explained in later.
Sj iici'Ce of
___
Inputting initial conditions starts a model simulation run.
ber (;:ii. -- tie number of days the nodel ha; in opera tion--
is one for the first cycl -. - cycle is defined one complete
pass i 'Ugh the model for both ports.
.'
-
1' rst cycle bi ns with bhe g on of c; or both
ports. To do this the cargo generator depends upon a constant,
daily, increment of cargo as an input; this increment enn be derived
from past operations of the company (historical) or it can be based
uj:>on cargo forecasts (computed). The c:rgo generator can supply
for each port a constant, daily increment or a retndom daily increment
or a cyclical increment or even a randomized, cyclical increment
depending upon the initial conditions. The c • o generator adds
the daily, generated increment to the cargo already at the port to
obtain the total amount of cargo ipment.
This amount is compared with the available warehouse space
at both ports. If the cargo exceeds the storage space, the amount
of additional warehousing needed is computed and the cost is adacd
to the total warehousing cost. The model assumes that the additional
space is always available—an assumption that is not neccrsa.rily
true in real life.
At this point the model concerns itself solely with port one.
It determines if any vessel in port one is scheduled to leave. If
so, the model ei port two a., ti • Ccni. . .. i . H fi ires
the .. i '. / . to port two using its L .turn < vu Ln speed (Kts.
—
.. u tical miles er

Ik
The model then establishes the daily fuel consumed for all
ships at port one or at ; ding fo] ort one. The model uses
17
the curve in figure one to compute fuel consumption for all snipe.
It should be noted that fuel co; ; pends upon the
speeds the vessels are i aking at the beginning of the . If a
ship lands at or departs from a port Inter in th< lay, t ie ctu
CO; . i.on will be ove] . .-. hat d
considered a minor error of the model that will tend to cancel itself
out over a period of time.
i 1 will now land ships whose ETAs equ ister I
lestination is port one--provided I vaca it
available. Once a ship has been docked the model will lis
its cargo and reload it. Loading and unloading proceeds at a con-
l8
stant rate. (Gee Fig. 2) When a ship is loaded, its time-of-
departure is computed.
After all ships, scheduled to sail from port one at master
time equal to one, have been sailed; after the fuel consumption
has been computed for all ships at or beaded to port one; after all
ships due to arrive at port one have arrived; and after all ships
at port one have been loaded or unloaded as the case may be, then
the model will switch to port two. And the entire process will be
repeated step by step.
Once the model has finished looking at both ports, master time
is compared with final time; if it is less, master time in incremented
by one and bhe model, keying first on port one and then on port two,
:•: bhrou h the procesi in.
. > secjuer.ee is d ... ter time is











equals final time and the answers are printed out.
The model contains two options not found in a re bem.
If desired, the model will a ship's ETA (provided the ship
is i j for port one) to coincide wit rgo
i shipment. The model does this by looking ahe i ' and simu-
lating the amount of cargo that will be available at port one on
the daj the' ship is schc Luled to land. If there will be no cai
or if all the docks arc occupied, the model figures : Lest
moment cargo will be available or a dock will open up. The model
«
establishes this earliest moment as the new ETA of the ship
s the ship's speed accordingly. In this manner a vessel's
speed may be decreased to zero or increased to its maximum cruising
speed. The model will do this each day a ship is at sea headed for
port one.
The second oi^tion is that if an inbound ship is schedu
land at port two but all the docks are occupied, the model will
search for a ship at port two that is loading. If it finds one,
the model will sail it even though it does not have a full load.
This permits the inbound ship to land as scheduled.
To sum up, the model is closed, dynamic, and mathematical.
. ts behavior resembles that of a real, closed, two-port system even
though it contains numerous simplifying assumptions. Its purpose
is to test policy decisions affecting scheduling. It does this by
tracing through time ories for many different sets of conditions.

C ^pter IV
CHIPTIOM OF COMI (JT/il? PK< JAM
The ti- ition of the raodel into a computer program r
I . ro's
the
. y of the calcu] ' ns are . tse and
princij s ibpro, ;r First.
The hey fit into the 3 will be described when he
ation of the I" CNE is explaine .
.'. rst of the in L (cargo
tor) . I i is to pre ride c;




CPD(NP) si CM )*(CS1(NP)+C , ( 1(A)) ( ,+SI] (NP)*S N(
The symbols represen • »les as follows:
Cargo Per Day Constant in "thousands" of tons per day.
Number of the Port. (Dimensionless)
CP1 The constant that determines the degree of randomness.
2 (J) = 2.*(1.-CR1(J)) (When CR1 = 1. CR2 = 0.
ndom number. (Dimensionless)
CO i itude of annual fluctuati
T Master time. (D
Constant equal to 2. *3» 1^15927/360. (Dimensionless)
CW(IIP) = C (NP) Hj ;: r , i ;lt
.;.;."i 'opresant vr.r :

19
Cargo for shipment in "thou of to
One day
;h ('I-'l: and (^-.2) are de ; ons; ho r only (4,
is n in a • il ;ense 'her >.. '. ran
Hereafter the word e< >n will te-
ments • s mat eraatical equations. ; I in
equations ( ;i-.l) and (*f.2) will be in Fort an ;e ho aid in
identifying them in the computer pro ,
the proper choice of values the
tor can output for each port s v iriety of car i s.
pie, Ls i. and 3INC0 Ls 0. i o .or-
ator will output a constant daily inc] t. If Chi equals 1. and
CO is an zero, the output will be a cyclical increment.
But if CE1 equals 0. and SINCO equals 0., the output will be a
.domized increment varying; from zero to twice the size of the
daily increment. V/hen Cnl equals zero and DINCO is greater than
zero the output will be a randomized cyclical increment.
The cargo genera tor is restricted in that equations (^-.l) and
(^•.2) do not distinguish between different claases of cargo.
The second important subroutine is DEPART. DEPAAT ' s purpose
is to s ' is when they are scheduled to leave port. It computes
their destination and ETA ana vacates the dock they were in. The








ted - ... . ( days
)

DCK\ Tiinc of departure of the ship from dock. (d;
DIG Distance between ports. Lies)
, SD Maximum cru.j ; speed of the ship. (n mi
r)
24, Co ; i
.
(hours per
SCAN is another or1 nt sub outine wi to
synchronize a vessel's ET.A th an open dock and cargo v. Ltd
be put on board. If it is used, SCAN only alters the arrival t
of ships heading to the port with the greatest, daily, cargo input--
this is port one in the model*
Le i uations of SCAN :
LTCW = SMLTCW+CPDC(NP)*(1.+SINC0(NP)*SIN(T .A)
TCW Simulated cargo. (thousands of to
CPDC Cargo Per Day Constant. (thousands of tons per d
ion (4. '0 computes the anticipated cargo that will be s -;le
on the day the ship is scheduled to arrive.
C JG0(K)/AL TME(NP)
LD(K)/ALDTM3(NP) ( '.
TADD ^ -(Si '. : (NP)* (UNLOAD* OADTKE) -HOLD (K) )/CPDC(NP) (4.7)
;G0 The cargo that is on board the Kth ship.
Un /loading rote of the NPth porl .
OAD Unloading time in days.
cargo the Kth can c
OADTKE Lo ; :.

)D ' e in days to be . ; ;d from a
'on ^ *+. ' j , ( ''). , . . . he uml
e is car > be
i when the s rives.
"•
. :
f = ((OSPD*( . U)-T))/o VSPD(K))+T
v The s~eed at which the mo-Jel is t iling. (; uti< Lies
i )
IPD(K) mum cruisj d of the Kth ship, lies
r)
Lon (%8) computes the earliest 3TA of the Kth ship from its
present position, usin-; the maximum speed of the ship.
The purpose of the FUEL Subroutine is to co e the
fuel a v> . ..• consumes. Equation ('i.9) e ; es the relationship
the fuel used end the spe> d t which the ship is traveling.
Pi g . 1
)
S( .) = .5+2.08*(SPEED(K)/6.)+1.25*(oPESD(K)/6.)**2 + .666* (S
(K)/6.)**3
TOIIS The tons of fuel consul I it the speed the ship is
traveling.
The ' osc o,. . . 2, which is another significant subroutine,
3 i
. p ort . The }'Vir^c so of LO..D--












The sequence of operation in bhe M 'grain is
to the model; however, it will be explain* 1 greater detail. This
will provide a more complete picture of how 1
per forman c e hi s t ory
.
The first c Lation of the MA III I ' itial
conditions have been read in, is the incri on of i
by d time (one day). The M Lis K' Lch returns the
amount of cargo available shipmei i port two.
These figures are obtained from equations - • .).
the amount of cargo <' port,
MAIN] [] ! computes the required Louse space . he cost of the
space. At this joint the MAINLINE c Lsing port one
the principal argument; i.e., DEPART ignores port two.
Using tinie-of-departure (dock time), DEPART searches each
dock in port one1 :. If a dock time falls between master ' me and
master time plus one (indicating a vessel is due to leave), the
ber of the vessel occupying the dock is obtained. A now desti-
nation is determined for this ship--in this case port two; its
estimated-time-of-arrival for I tination is computed using
equation (^1.3); and the time it spent in port is added to the total
time it has been in all ports. Then, the ship is sailed by setting
its dock time to zero. This is done to indicate that the dock is
now empty. Of course, if there are no ships in port or if none are
scheduled to leave airing fc tir.u srioc! , the compu < 1 mediately
returns to the MAINLINE program.





If a vessel is heading for port one, FUEL compute e Ions
of fuel that the vessel consumes per day a' the speed it is travel-
•; this .' • ted to the total fuel the vessel consumed cince
• of the problem. The : stricted in
. at it uses bh : m< L-used vs. s ied curve ( e Fig. 1) in c.
culating daily fuel consumption for I I --regar of their
size, shape, or type of propulsion. '.-, pointed out in Chapter III
FUEL computes fuel consumed based upon the speed a ship is maki
at the beginnin ; of the day. Of course, this will be in error if
is or eparts later in the i speed will not be
constant all day. However, this error will tend to cancel itself
out in time.
After Ls completed, the 1' " passes on to the .
routine where every ship is se< : : . If one is "oi.md heading for
port one (the port the computer is keying on) and whose ETA occurs
between master time a ster time plus the closing time of the
port, ARRIVE prepares to dock the ship. It does this by searching
all docks to find a vacant one; if there are none, ARRIVE calculates
the earld oment one will be available. If a dock opens up before
i time of the port, the ETA of the waiting ship will be
1 to coincide with the opening of the dock and the ship will
land. On the other hand, if a dock does not become vacant, the ETA
of the waiting vessel will be increased by one day and it will
o a dock delay status.
After has ship.: . call
irt one e coni ro] .

2k
LOAD searches all docks in port one,
,
LOAD is ten ; but Lf a ship is in docJ
,
Lne;
status--loading or disch. . .'. cj o, A -h.i p • as a
o for Lts vesse has
tiv< . The zero Tor a. loading Lve
loading merely allows the computer to make t
: load:' . rid unloading of cargo procee :imum rate
(see . ) because the program assume; I tit stevedore
cargo handling equipment to permit simultaneous 3 'id un-
loading of different vessels in the same port o -hour
Another contributing factor is that there is 1.0 L< .-etween
different cargo classes—all cargo :; , at trie same race.
When a vessel completes the loading operation, its time-of-
departure Cdocktime) is computed and retained for DJ I .?. For port
one, loading is terminated when the ship has a full load; however,
for port two loading is completed the moment there is no more cargo
to be put on board. So, a vessel in port two may sail partly empty.
Now, the principal argument becomes port two; and the computer
must pass again through the i , , ARRIVE, and LOAD subprograms.
this point cycle is completed; master time is compared
w:
: th final time: if it is less, it is incremented, by delta time and
a new cycle is begun. This process of looking first at port one
and then at port two is repeated again and again until master time
Is final time (the time set for the .ion of the program).
cone! ion of the LIN] sup] - 'o rams
in -.heir most basic • tions.
s been elected to use • ' . • ti<
Ls the cipa! r ,

25
after completing - RT. The purpose of SCAN is bo alter the
of vessels headed Cor port ore to insure e vacant dock on Lval
cargo wad ting to be put on board.
SCAN (Joes Liiis by se; rching e; ch ,' i i i. "' i ds one
.ion is port one reater tb /tor
me. SCAN then computes by using < 'on (^f.*f) the amount of
carjo that will 'be lie when the vessel is d o land at
port one. If a ship is already in port or if a slip is due to arrive
before the one in question, the amouj cargo Lt can hold is sub-
tracted from the simulated cargo.
Using equation ('r.7') the number of days to be added to or
subtracted from the i ;1 I Lsl d STA is computed. Equation ( ;'.o)
computes the earliest time that the ship can get in, sailing at its
maximum speed. The minimum ETA is co 1 with ETA plus the ad-
Lonal time. If the ETA plus additional time occurs sooner than
tiie imura ST
,
then minimum ETA becomes the established ETA. If
the ETA plus additional time is greater than the minimum ETA, then
it becomes the established ETA.
Nov; that the cargo situation has been satisfied, SCAN must
insure that a dock will be open. So, the earliest time that a dock
will be available is computed and compared with the newly established
If the established ETA occurs before a dock will be available,
the earliest moment a dock is free becomes the established ETA.
;ed upon the final value of ETA, the speed of the vessel




I ,'E, and LOAD. ittern of O] Ion is i< o \ one




Upon completion of the re of eye]'.. iuter
:1s fchi ./JUT subroutine t • co t an ,\ are
ed out.
second opt j i oncerni ' lin - a Led
"rom pc I ,o co ere; I dock v ic mcy for I . ,
Is handled in the A".-. CVE subroutine. It is strai I
contributes a few extra s mt; to the basic s ti)
add onal stai s are obvious a ' i '1 not
Th < :ludes the descriptions of the comjjuter





It will be rocallei th:; e] to i rve
tes device for evali i
.
old
in a two-port slid .... e\ ., , iling
many factors--t el e ! i H f cai
;iz< id ; of bhe ships " .; port re ; etc.
Becau: e oi" limited time the effects of all of these f
not be dete:
The tents tl at were condi re designed to provide answers
to three questions:
(1) What are the effects of size find speed on schedulin
,
i.e., system performance?
(2) Should ssel's speed at sea be altered to take
. mtage of a vacant dock and cargo waiting to be put
on board?
(y) Is is worth-while to sail a partially loaded ship to
permit an inbound ship to land as scheduled?
:e-up sts
Eve "j 'ffort was made to provide the model with realistic
test data. The sir.es and speeds chosen for the model's ships in
each test corre; 3d to realistic ships operating under United
States Registry. For example, when the model used a ship of 9,000
turn speed of nine Kts. , a counterpart existed in real
life— the CI-' ' . Model ships of , tons 5 Kts.
a r tl-life C-3 '' **• ' •
'
,000
. is identical to er
.
port of S, . .'j' Lsco. In making up be; difj

2o
of ships, one major difficulty is in providing the same system, cirjo,
carrying capacity. In other wor , fleet composed of four 12 FZts.
Lps of 12,000 tons each cannot be expected to handle as much cargo
. ships of 15,000 tons. Clearly, these two fleets
of not [uivalent. so, any conclusion that one typo of
fleet is inherently superior to the other would Invalid.
The problem of using equivalent yet differing fleets of chips
was of i ijor concern throughout the develo of the model. In
. it is very difficult to make u livalen ships
.' tic--as to size and speed--^ . • t combi-
j" ., fi^ lly decided upon are not exactly equivalent in cargo




ti .-.evealc '--on '..
Initial tests proved that the model as originally conceived
was not flexible. It performed its operations instantaneously.
That is, when a ship docked, the model would compute immediately
its departure time. This meant that the model was in effect loading
1 unloading the ship instantaneously. The model would then ignore
that ship until its departure time (some days or cycles later).
Ls severely limited the expansion of the model to include new
functions in the shipping process.
The model was re-designed to execute its operations over a
of minutes, hours, or days as occurs in real
life. e the case of a vessel landing. Only that nount of cargo
be removed in a 24-hour period is the ship. The
todel cycle— 2'; imu] d ] -
loaaed or unloa s • " y b :o.i les unti the

'•LI at whi :h time it is
re Lble bi I ' or to in dif-
in 3 . . ice,
; also ] I • i
exc Lous roc ess -ircaril; o "rig
answers to compare with the model test resuli
—
s ivailable
is the results of other tests on the same i odel. : ic -
i of the model : ;.nd after - ov est c had
,
was thought to be free from error. The answers ; >le
and . ' , However, rely alteri: e ition of
- rj ls tips (d i ad of startin i : ... one ITroj ori onv, i rting
it from port two) disclosed that the model wc ely sensil Lve.
The zero markedly different from previou : sing identi-
ts but different starting positions. . c led
Ltine ; it ws s correcti ; . ' I :cses rerun.
the model proved inc : tely ; I l\ to t] " ti 1 starting
posd i Lons of the test fleet. .A simple, ] wai ventu.
ca1 t ii the least likely part of the program— th > outine.
Th refore, it can be saj t de-- Li esse tially a time-
nsumj
,
t: al- id-error process.
1
' s
Table .' List .- results of sevent< i st cases on the model,
column head id ' EE ) refers to the speed of the ships. If
OS (c speed) is listed, i I ns that all ships have a
12 K':s . If i the other o tion VS
:




Column II entj to th' i
of . the same :i
and i t io ]
,
X tc
A YEG in Colur: LI, r, m le option
of deliberately ' > to co ock
raid cargo waiting to be pu I • at the di of tl .
ion was not used,
in Co] V, T 2, i I to :
rtially lo ship to i ii ; , bo ind ' to land has been
ed.
The figure Lii I v Column IV, CVJKj
,
i
< cb bo the m. ;imum
buj t- . Lp Ln one at any tinv ' ; the
run. For example, V . '2 in C V would mean that 7>820 to
the maximum value of cargo build-up in port one.
Column VI, SOLN CST, indicates the cost of operating th
ticular type fleet for an entire simulation run.
Now th< ble A has been described, the results will be d' -
j cases 1 with 2, *t with 5, 7 with 8, and 10 with
11 in Column VI clearly shows that using SCAN reduces the system
ists. The reason S Ls < er in all cases is that
it allows th Lo travel a1 ess than their , ra speeds
eoy reducd - ption at sea. SCAN also reduces the
i port by providi] v< cant docks and cargo to be loaded
...
co option Lo leave po ;o room
tor i u o ;hip) with case 5 ( v^ <




The results indicate th; t . ufficient tests have not been
conducted on the model to justify any cone ' >ns concerning the
sets of size • i on scheduling. So on one \
remain m red.
The r ' do indicate thi Lue of a] hip's speea;
:i .'lore, the answer to question two is
Table A indicates i t it makes no di Lee if a partia
loaded ship is sailed to permit an inbound ship to ]
i
the author feels that additional testing is needed to c* -
pj.t,tcj.y justify this conclusion. The answer to u tion three is
a t€ Lve .70s.
The overriding conclusion that can be drawn from the results
is that ti< :. . testing is absolutely necessary. For example,
the cases of random cargo input and random cyclical cargo input were
never tested and should be carried out before any additional modifi-
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17.' 1 n iz 1 . < .




,11,13,15 r- | YES 2^.30 | 2,812,026.
" ti KO .' ! ,7^2,




10 VS: 9,11,13,1^. VH:9, 11,13,1^-. 15.3° , ';, 'H9.00
11 ii 11 .09
12 •
. ,
-1 L, 1.5, 1 : 5,11,13,1^.
•-
j . 1 2,89^,570,62
: 9.5,11,13,15 CH ,; 9,091.56
!
!
i'i rS:10,ll,13,15 i ...0 2'h. ,802,660.59
. 1
'
:9, 11, 13, 15
i
YES V 170 52.03 3,033,379.12

er VI
pu rpo if thj bo i nv< const] tion
i
'
i ieful model sya • )uilt
answer conclusively one of the gc .,.'.
ovide c . tative answer to r. "or I i it is
concluded t b . is use
Another conclusion of a gen
as. ' wi bh building a model of a shij ' ; s, stem are not con
t they reqi " o sophistocated i itical
to solve. 1 step
by step process if given enough time.
.ions For Future Model Develo
Another area besides scheduling of vital concern to a ship
20
ope. adapting a vessel to its cargo. Every ship operator
is interested in . ' Lips filled with ca o bhat brings in
the venue for its voli
The model in its present form could be used to study this problem
b. a few simple mo Lfj one, ' nodel would have to rel
t of cargo e I by ea Lp. Also, the KATL subroutine
would have to distinguish between different cargo commodity classes.
A computed j could then be applied to the tons of cargo
raovf C : Lt the nue
"rem each . hip.
oblem of >n to - con ' I




'inally the model could
the concept of infi i
'1 of these modifications could be
< ructure of the existing model. to j
the number of aire a Lon.
now the luthor hope.. ; de cle r that models
of the ty] ; Lr this t i cai be considered complete,
'.:, that they can ansv/er any qaestj it to them concerning a
m. This is not so. Rather, the model can be developed
to dif nt levels of Lstocation to tian lie different types of
(stions.
To si o . he construction ' ilation model is a lo
uous tas
,
however, author t the benefits far out-
Lfficulties, Not only can the model test alternative
solutio is to ? ol iuld not be obtained in any other
•; but Li 'ides the user v/ith a better, more fundamenl
ig of the real-lj I m it simulates. This alone is
orthi ' ilc beiic.fi t of bail and using a model.
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HOLD FL A I;0
FX A 1
DI3 FL A I
FL A i
CPDC FL A T
CR] FL A I
C ;2 FL I
SINCO FL A. I
cw A I
ETA FL A I;0
TCLOSE FL A I
iWRK FL A I
OVT FL A 1




. c 1 o j : or t
.
Time a . be open.
irticular dock in port.
Amount of c ship can hold,
Destd Lon of a ship.
Distance between ports.
Speed a ship can travel.
Cargo per day constant.
Controls the degree of randomness.
Depends upon CR1.
Introduces cyclical variation.
iting shipment in port.
Estimated-time- of-arrival.
Time of closing of the port.
End of normal work day.
Overtime.
Length of average work day.
variables used here have the same meaning in all subprograms,
- Fixed point; FL - Floating i ' t
S - kill . ile; A - r.rv - " v ci ibles





































Lor.din,; and unloading time.
Time spent in port.
•
.-pent .. tg for on o
doc ..
"Total ti le s
open docL.
e spent t betweei orts.
Total time at sea.
Tote. tit wa i tin, for
open docl .
Maximum value car, b Ids up to
at any one time.
Maximum amount of cargo input to
the port.
Coot of staying in port.
Daily cost in port.
i/Ou t u t £ .
Daily cost at sea.
Cost for a voyage (port and sea).
Daily operating cost.
Tons of fuel consumed during a
voyage.
Total tons of fuel used in all
voyages.
.'• rehouse space required.
Total warehouse space corf.
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Ki LDd'' 1 . D(5) ,ol ru(io'i
C5J,CK2(5), I
->),CPD(5) ,TCL0SE' ,
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01 5. SPEED, IIOLO.CTAjfD,
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CON: SCAN v/i.l I 'ate tiie cargo t '.11 bo available
for shJ it on the day a vessel is scheduled to arrive
in port and look Tor a vacant dock.
b Lhere will be no cargo or
occ I, it will ., arrival time ^o coi;
h a build-up of cargo or an i lock. In
mer iC .. c< . speed up a ship
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I Number of i
I;0 ated-time-of- ir ival of t h ship.
A 1 :hes the hanging the
shin's Ls Studied.
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Simulated cargo awaiting shi
Lting shipment at the NPth port.
Ly cargo arrival rate in the NPth port.
litude of the annual fluctuation.
Constant equal to 2. *3«l^l>927/360.
Cargo capacity of the Jtb ,
e added to or si I from
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3LIPTI0JM: Fuel computes the amount of
depending upon the speed the vessel is traveling1 at
the beginning of the day.
cran iv
v. .: :: TYPi z/\ i/o ":
The destination of the Kth s]
Estimated-time-of-arrival of tl (Kth ship,
Master tine.
The tons of fuel consumed by the Kth slid .
The total amount of fuel c ed by the
ship since the beginning of the sij
la Lion run.
FX A I
. FL A I
T FL S I
FL A
TOTon s FL A
TITLE: COST
CKIFTION: C03T computes the total cost of ope. ; each .ship.
LANGUAGE: FORTRAN IV (IBM 70'f0)
S/A I/O
________
PRTC FL A The cost of the total time in port of
the Kth shd p.
FL A I The total time (day) the Kth ship
in port.
PST A I Cost ; ty of a ship in port.
SEAC FL A The cost of the Kth ship at sea.
TOTC The amount of fuel the 1 has used,
I The cost ton of fuel used.
FL A Total voyage cost of the Kth si i .
C aily o. cost.













/ 8 1 I
K = 1,NS
prtcst(k) - tpktme(is) > PKrOl.R(K)
seacst(k) = totong(k) * seadlr(k)
vv6CST(i<) = prtc:,T{k) + seacst(k)
|
cperdy(h) = VYOCSTfc)/ T
]
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1 ^Ull. >Ji FL I
I;
•j I in use by the model.
..I
The number of the port.
Line.
closi
Dock delay caused by titing
for a vacant port.
FX I or of docks in port.
I •time-of-arriv
IIS FL I ,J) docl: will open up
—
this is actually a time-of-depar cure.
FX S 1 A tag number telling the program to sail
ships from port two to permit an inbound
ship to land.
ED FL I ieed of the Kth ship.
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r i mil I1H I USE MOTHER.
7C
NS 4 NIK - 2
CPDCI I ) = I. 50
CPIICI 2 1 - »•'"'
•(.1(11 II « l.o
nisi I, I i
n. in i i - i .(i i ' I 'i = i Dim. u i '.
IW(I) . SINI III I I - ..
CWI 7 I = II. S INCH I 7 I
«^( 1 1 > 'i. r.ui i />) ' i-o ' "21 i i :
i n s 1 1 . / 1 - 2500.0 iiisi/.ii ->soo.o
Al II I Ml I 1 I ' (.
NPOCKSI II - 2
lir.NH.' ki || = ). )5
WRKDAY I II ; 0. 15
i
; i ! I I , I I * (
i I I . I I « I
1 ' I • 0.
" i ,' I « .
|<1 '0.
tl'KIMI I 41 "0.
',() All) I Ml I? I . (.(.0
it losi iii= o.'io Niuir.Ks 121 =













Df.KIMEl 1 ,71," 0.
I DOCK ( 1 ./I *
T li K "I . • , I I =• 0. SAVIMI ( I I
IDKI1LV 121 0. SAVIMI I ? I
IDKIII VIII - 0. SAVIMI. I I I
U)KHIYI4| « 0. SAVTMCCI
n I IIM I 2 1 ' O.'IO
i. 15 i NOWRK I 21 0. Hj
i). IS 11V I I Ml ( 2 I = 0. I >
SHIP SI'I II) Kill l> 1 1 A HO
III. 12.0 1 7.0 0. 1
12), 12.0 12.0 0.5 1
131, 1 2 . 12.0 2.7 7
141 , 12.
n
12.0 7. 1 2
Ml 1 7. 1 1 [Jt« IM| I 2.2 1
"(7,1) • o < 1 2,2 1 <
- 0. r h i ii > I). SEAIMf ( 1 1 1 0.
» 0. SMITMI 21 • 0. S < A 1 M ' 1 2 ! - 0.
0. S A 1 1 1 M 1 ) 1 0. SE 4IME I Jl . (1.
- 0. SAIL TMI4I • 0. S( AIME 141 . 0.
PUT HI K SI All ^ . . 1
i roo, oo 2 2.4D 0.
. 22.40 12.00
i . 12.00
1 700.00 22.40 1 7.00
' HCH Ml ' 0.
fi'(.KI2l » 0.





TDKDI.Y SEAIML Si ACS! IPRIMI PRIEST VY&CS! CPf.RDY
0. S64.24 191046.79 (.H.l'l 739150.92 9)0197.20 929.27
121, 0. 562.06 191046.29 436.29 741700.93 932747.21 9)1.82
13), 0. 566.44 1910)5.09 430.59 7)2010.93 92)046.02 922.12
14), 0. S62.66 1920011.67 432.69 73551)0. 92 9275111.59 926.66
hi miAi cnsi rim this snu-tTMN is wnsoo.oo dollars
CWTOUIll • 11)67.70 Cwmaxiii = 8.30
CHUHLI2) » 7021,110 CHMAXI7I » 5. SO
.1 ID ! . I , I I i
',
WAREHOUSE COST EOR PI1RTI2I IS
, OuiiUi UiOh L 1 U in w si Cryf—l n ) ~)T7=\1





I. HI/ I ,)CCK lift
12,11 = U. 4
12,21 = 0. 1)
SH IP Ml) 1 1A PRIME SA| 1 IM spi rn
III, 7 17.C3 1 0. 0. 12.00
1 ' 1 , 1 -I .CO B.40 0. 9.8) 0.
l<l, 1 19.70 S.40 0. C. 7.55
14 1, 2 -1 .00 1 .20 i. . 0.








cu(2i orr.K iime Ship
17,11
(7,21
SHIP 10 1 I A CARGO P» IME 1 TH SPEH:
111. 17.0 1 12. CO 0. . 12.00
(21 , -1 .00 4. HO 0. ' . 0.
13], 19. e6 5.40 0. c. 7.4)
14 1, 1 9 . e 3 2. CO ).25 C. 12.00
CWI2 1 urxK ii me SHI P
l.'.ll = .
17,2 1' 0. 1)
SHIP ' .11 1 1A CARGO PK IMI S A 1 1 1 M SPECO
.111. 1 ' .C \ 17. CO 0. c. 12.00
12 1, 1.20 0. • . 0.
( 31 , S.40 11.
. 3.B6
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